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FOREWORD
Ronald Heath, Forestry South Africa Director: Research and Protection

Twenty years ago, two established

growth, and more recently the

and well-respected forestry

impact of a global pandemic, social

organisations came together

uprising and extreme weather

and formed a single association

patterns that have threatened

with a united voice and vision.

lives and businesses. Yet through

An association that would unite

these highs and lows, some things

all timber growers, by widening

remain constant – the sense of

its reach, through incorporating

unity, collaboration and resilience

thousands of small-scale growers

- amongst our team, our members

entering the Industry alongside

and the many elements of our

the corporate and medium-scale

Sector.

family run forestry businesses its

network, in South Africa at least,

predecessors represented. It took a

Few outside the Forestry Sector

there is a single Association.

lot of courage and foresight from

seem able to relate to the feeling

An association which, through

those involved, as well as many

of ‘family’ you get when you work

its staff, its committees and

hours of hard work and planning,

in forestry. Yet, as I page through

working groups, its members, its

and for this our Sector will always

the draft version of this magazine,

partnerships with government,

be grateful. Now twenty years on

reading the articles and comments

academia, research institutes and

from those first tentative days, I

from FSA staff, both present and

sister associations, brings the

think it is fair to say that FSA has

past, the incredible individuals

various branches of our Sector

exceeded everyone’s expectations.

who volunteer their time to serve

together.

on FSA committees and working
Over the past two decades, FSA

groups, our sister associations and

It is through collaboration,

has grown as new members and

our members, I am struck by what

unification, passion and sheer

staff join its ranks. It has had to

a tight-knit family we really are

determination that FSA has been

evolve to meet new challenges,

and how our branches grow ever

able to exceed all expectations.

adapt to an ever-changing world

outwards. It is therefore somehow

This would not have been possible

and innovate to ensure our Sector

apt that it is trees that bring us

without the tremendous support

remains globally competitive.

together, that connect those who

of our members, and we thank

There have been many highs as

own a few hectares with those

each and every one of them for

challenges have been overcome,

who manage thousands. It is trees

their years of continued support.

partnerships have been forged and

that link research with community

Looking back at all that has been

our industry has grown through

programmes, enterprises with

achieved in such a short time

the fruits of our labour. There have

educational initiatives, that are

leaves me highly optimistic and

also been lows including the many

helping alleviate poverty and

excited about what the next twenty

social and economic challenges

combatting climate change.

years has in store for FSA, our

that have hindered our Sector’s

Right at the heart of this forestry

members, and our Sector.
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FORESTRY SOUTH AFRICA
(FSA) – THE FIRST SIX YEARS
Mike Edwards, Previous Executive Director, Forestry South Africa
From any and almost every

every regulatory structure, and

aspect imaginable, 1994 was a

more, was under review and if

momentous year. A year which

the Industry wanted to survive, to

marked the start of hitherto almost

prosper and to play it’s rightful

unthinkable change in every facet

role and contribute to the new

Without doubt one of the most

of day to day life. From politics

democracy, then it had to change

pressing and urgent changes that

to economics, social interaction

and change dramatically and

the Industry needed to make was

to finance, nothing would be

rapidly.

the necessity to restructure Industry

exempt from change and there

based Organisations to make them

was an urgent and inherent need

As the Executive Director

relevant to the new democratic

to adapt to the dynamics of South

of the then Forest Owners

dispensation. They needed to be

Africa’s fledgling and exciting new

Association I was in a position

unified and inclusive, rather than

democracy.

to be able to be at the forefront

individual and exclusive, and

of trying to understand what

supported by the entire timber

As part of this change there was a

the likely implications of the

growing fraternity, and they needed

need for the Forestry Industry to

new democracy would be on

to play a coordinated and forceful

do some intensive introspection

the Forestry Industry and to

role in addressing the challenges

to ensure that it was able to

then determine what changes

facing timber growers. Most

repurpose and restructure itself

were necessary- an amazingly

importantly was the need to place

to meet the new and challenging

privileged role to be in, although

Forestry firmly on the map as an

circumstances. Every single piece

at times, daunting and nerve-

invaluable part of South Africa’s

of legislation, every policy and

racking.

economic and social wellbeing, and
a willing participant in advocating
necessary change.
So from 1994 to 2002 a huge
amount of work, including endless
meetings and discussions with
sister Organisations (i.e. SATGA
and SAWGU) took place, to lay
the foundation for a new Forestry
Organisation. This included the
development, writing and adoption
of a completely new Constitution,
which was recognized as being
groundbreaking, innovative and

Bethuel Maubane, Isaac Mudau, Mike Edwards, Roger Godsmark, Ann Blake and
Muriel Farquharson
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progressive in terms of the dictates
of South Africa’s new democracy.

The culmination of all this was the
establishment of Forestry South
Africa (FSA) in February 2002.
I could not have overseen
this transition without the
absolute support and trust of

Roger Godsmark, Mike Edwards, Muriel Farquharson, Ann Blake, Judy Dowsett,
Stephen Ngubane and Nathi Ndlela

all Industry participants, which
I am grateful to say, was given

Small Business Development

these ‘work still in progress’

Manager;

activities, foremost of which were

The development and

the unresolved issues pertaining

pessimistic, without exception all

launch of the Forest Sector

to afforestation water licensing.

embraced the need for change. It

Transformation Charter which

Many of these I am pleased to see

is this attitude and approach that

recognized the inherent need

have been resolved subsequent to

made my job so much easier and

to grow the Forest Sector for

my retirement through the efforts

which has enabled FSA to thrive

transformation targets to be

of my successor Mike Peter.

and prosper and to do great things

met.

freely and willingly. Far from
being suspicious, sceptical and

over the last 20 years. Whilst I was

•

•

The acceptance of government

As I said in my final FSA Annual

only a part of this for six years,

of the credentials of FSA as the

report (2007/2008), “on balance

they were six very rewarding years.

representative organization

I believe that FSA had achieved

of the Forestry Industry,

considerable success, but it still

If I was asked what I considered

and the cordial and positive

had much to do, but with the

to be the highlight of the first six

interactions that took place

people remaining behind after my

years of FSA’s existence, outside

thereafter and as a result

departure, I had every confidence

of getting the Organisation up

thereof;

that FSA would rise to new

and running, without hesitation

•

The recognition of the need

heights.” From what I hear today,

I would say our success of

to bolster support for and

this has certainly happened and

incorporating all timber growers

to enhance the Industry’s

to an extent greater than even I

throughout the country, big and

research efforts focused on the

anticipated some 14 years ago.

small, corporate and private, into

resourcing and development

one Organisation, and all with the

of both FABI and the ICFR,

In closing, I need to mention the

same status, with equal rights,

and the implementation of

fact that nothing could have been

equal responsibilities and equal

strategies to achieve this; and

achieved without the support of

The strengthening of

a small but dedicated staff (see

relations and interaction

accompanying photograph of

In addition to this, other

with international bodies and

original Johannesburg Office FSA

noteworthy achievements, in

organisations involved in the

staff), all of whom were with me

which FSA played an integral and

global forestry arena, such as

for the first six years of FSA’s

leading role during this first six

the FAO, FSC, ICFA and IIED,

existence and also went on to

year period, would, inter alia, be to

amongst other, to ensure that

support Mike Peter for many years

the following;

South Africa remained involved

thereafter. You were all amazing

•

The setting up of structures

in and a player on the world

and are still very much part of my

to assist, in particular, with

forestry stage.

memories.

benefits.

•

the development of the
emerging timber growers

Just as there were achievements,

I wish FSA as much success over

and the appointment of Mr

there were also disappointments,

the next 20 years as it has had over

Steven Ngubane as FSA’s

although I would prefer to call

the last 20 years.
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THE NEXT 14 YEARS
Michael Peter, Executive Director, Forestry South Africa

Back in 2008, when I took up

than has been the case in most

the cudgels as Executive Director

other sectors. Little did we know,

from Mike Edwards, I don’t think

however, that under the so-called

anyone could have foreseen the

“radical economic transformation”

disastrous outcomes which the

of the Zuma-led crony government

now convicted criminal and former

and their associates, these

President of our country, Jacob

crucially important transformation

Zuma, was going to foist upon our

and land reform processes,

mode. For the next decade, we

country. Up until that time, the

would be perverted and reduced

faced a barrage of legislation and

Industry had been working with

to rhetoric and sloganeering.

administrative action, which was

the previous administration, to

They, along with other slogans

often hostile, divisive, offensive,

find solutions in partnership with

like “white monopoly capital,

punitive, damaging, irregular and

business, organised labour, civil

colonialism and racism”, were

indefensible. We have seen so

society and the media, to address

used to divide and destroy the

much evidence of this in the land

the very real socio-economic and

rainbow nation which President

and water arenas in recent years,

political challenges which pre-

Mandela had started to build and

where the Courts have found in

1994 South Africa had caused

most importantly, to divert the

favour of land and water rights

in our country, many of which

attention of citizens, businesses,

holders, because FSA, along with

challenges remain today.

the media and Labour, away from

other Associations in our Sector

the thieving and mismanagement.

and in Agriculture, refused to yield

The Industry thought at that

The scale of their deceit and theft

to the abusive totalitarianism,

time, that our biggest challenges

is painfully documented in the 969

which characterised the Zuma

were finding ways to include

pages of reports from the Zondo

government. We have thankfully

previously disadvantaged people

Commission of Enquiry into State

also seen a great deal more

into the mainstream Forestry and

Capture.

sense prevail in the actions of

Forest Products sub-sectors and

2
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the Ramaphosa-led government

addressing what everyone was told

Why this is so relevant, is that up

and administration, in areas like

was the country’s most pressing

until 2008 when I happily started

land, labour, water, transport and

challenge i.e. the land question.

with FSA and (sadly) Jacob Zuma

energy, to name just a few areas,

We were carefully developing

became President, the extremely

which affect our Sector directly.

the Broad-Based Black Economic

hard work by Mike Edwards, the

Empowerment charter and the

FSA Staff and our members, had

While we rightly had to focus

ground-breaking land restitution

been aimed at finding genuine

intensely on the new challenges

models, which have stood the

solutions to our country and

which the Zuma years brought,

test of time and proven to be

Sector’s problems but from that

we still had to make sure that

infinitely more beneficial for land

time onwards, we went into

we continued to support, protect

beneficiaries and the country,

damage-control and defensive

and grow our members’ interests

in the traditional areas of FSA’s

Just when we thought that the

end of 2021 and the start of 2022,

work. We were able to leverage in

worst was over, with President

will continue to manifest and add

unprecedented amounts of State

Ramaphosa’s government

to the patient and growing sense

funding through partnerships

coming into office and with both

of optimism, that seems to be an

with credible and still-committed

the promise and demonstrable

integral part of our South African

politicians and officials in the

commitment to turning the

DNA. These positive factors like

erstwhile Department of Science

country around, we then faced

the massive amounts of fixed

and Technology and Department

unprecedented external shocks

foreign and domestic investment

of Trade and Industry. This

in 2020 from the impacts of

which the new government has

helped increase Industry’s

Covid-19, the failed insurrection

attracted through the Presidency-

investment into Research,

of 2021 and the even more

led Public Private Growth

Development and Innovation and

devastating (for our Sector) floods

Initiative, record low interest

enabled us to appoint Ronald

of 2022. All of these events were

rates, a record trade balance,

Heath as a dedicated resource

unprecedented in South Africa

record tax target surplus, a record

to handle the Research and

and in the case of Covid-19,

performance by the Rand among

Protection portfolio. The work

unprecedented in living memory

emerging market currencies and

of the Business Development

for the entire world. The efforts

the structural reforms which

unit under Norman Dlamini also

of newer staff like Francois

President Ramaphosa’s leadership

increased dramatically from

Oberholzer, during the above-

has initiated, all bode well for the

providing training for company-

mentioned crises, were in keeping

future of our Industry and our

affiliated small-scale growers

with the level of commitment and

country.

in FSA, to providing sustainable

service that the rest of our Staff

business and land solutions

have repeatedly demonstrated

It is often said in business

(including financing) to all

over the years and showed that

that the best indicator of a

existing and new entrants into

FSA remains an organisation that

businesses’ future performance,

the Sector. These colleagues and

attracts highly-committed and

is its past performance. If that

the rest of our Staff in FSA have

high-functioning individuals, to

holds true, then there is nothing

managed and developed their

carry the massive responsibility

that the future can throw at

portfolios with aplomb. Their

and privilege of serving our

FSA or our Industry, that we

efforts and abilities, throughout

members.

cannot successfully deal with

the darkest years of the last

by standing together as a Sector

administration, are proof positive

They say that bad things happen in

and in partnership with other

that FSA will continue to advance,

threes, so perhaps we might dare

Associations, implementing

protect and promote the interests

to believe that the worst is behind

partners and credible partners

of our members, no matter what

us and that the positive factors

in Government, Labour and civil

the future holds.

which we saw in our county at the

society.
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AT THE HEART OF ANY
ASSOCIATION SHOULD
BE ITS MEMBERS
Judy Dowsett, Office Manager Pietermaritzburg,
Forestry South Africa
Over the many years I have

these meetings which COVID had

serving on the Committees since

worked, firstly for the then-

curtailed for a couple of years.

SATGA days, is immeasurable and

SATGA, then FSA, it became

greatly appreciated.

obvious from an early stage that at

These ARMS where members

the heart of any Association was

congregated to hear about the

Following on from serving as

its members and just how much

latest forestry issues from the

Chairperson, Vice and Secretaries

of a ‘social animal’ the foresters/

FSA Team, and to share their

of the regional groups, a number

farmers are became obvious very

region-specific concerns/issues,

of these same members continued

quickly. This became even more

started off as a throwback to

to serve in the capacity of

apparent as once we were able to

the SATGA days, but soon grew

principal and alternate members

host our 2022 Annual Regional

to encompass all FSA members

on the FSA General Committee

Meetings (ARMS) on an in-person

(small, medium and large).

(GenCom). The Large Growers

basis following a couple of years

However, as the table below will

and Small-scale Growers are

of on-line participation only,

reflect, the medium growers

also represented on the General

members reacted with enthusiasm

still play an integral role in the

Committee as nominated by the

and we had excellent attendance

position of Office Bearers of the

various companies and provincial

with the highest numbers recorded

various groups with support

groups. The list of Small, Medium

at most meetings. This also

from the large and small-scale

and Large Growers serving on the

highlighted the relevance that

growers. This commitment from

GenCom are reflected in the FSA

members place on participating in

members, some who had been

Annual Report each year.

MTO GROUP
Jos Badenhorst, General Manager, MTO Lowveld Region
MTO’s relationship with FSA has enabled us to be at the forefront of
decision making in the industry, unlock further collaboration with
other forestry companies and forestry services, and to stay abreast of
any new developments that could have affected MTO has a whole. The
MTO family wishes FSA well for another 20 years, and we look forward
in assisting improvement of the Forestry Sector, and the positive
impacts that it has on the South African community.
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REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
RESTRUCTURING COMMITTEE

LIMPOPO

Chair
P. Henning 2002-2003
C. Morgan 2003-2018
T. Phillips 2018-2021
G. Serfontein 2021-2023

BRIAN AITKEN

SATGA

BRUCE FERGUSON

SATGA

COLIN HARVETT

FOA

MIKE EDWARDS

FOA

Vice Chair
F. McGaffin 2002-2016
D. McGaffin 2016-2017
G. Serfontein 2018-2021
J. Grobler 2022-2023

JOHN JOB

LGG

Secretary
I. Coad 2002-2007
T. Phillips 2007-2018
M. Swanepoel 2018-2021
F. van Loggerenberg 2022-2023

FSA CHAIR
2002
2003

BRIAN AITKEN

MGG

2004

ANDREW THOMPSON

LGG

2005

MURRAY MASON

MGG

2006

CHRIS PIENAAR

LGG

2007

WATSON NXUMALO

SGG

2008

MURRAY MASON

MGG

2009

VIV MCMENAMIN

LGG

2010

DINGA MNCUBE

LGG

2011

VIV MCMENAMIN

LGG

2012

MURRAY MASON

MGG

2013

SILAS CELE

SGG

2014

VIV MCMENAMIN

LGG

2015

MURRAY MASON

MGG

2016

WATSON NXUMALO

SGG

2017

VIV MCMENAMIN

LGG

2018

GRAEME FREESE

MGG

2019

ENOCH MAPONYA

SGG

2020

TERRY STANGER

LGG

2021

ANDREW MASON

MGG

2022

BUSISIWE MNGUNI

SGG

LGG – Large Grower Group
MGG – Medium Grower Group
SGG – Small Grower Group
SATGA – South African Timber Association
FAO – Forest Owners Association

PIET RETIEF / LOTHAIR
Chair
M. Bodenstein 2002-2009
H. Hinze 2009-2020
H. Klopper 2020-2023
Vice Chair
E.E. Paul 2002-2003
H.A. Ziervogel 2003-2023
Secretary
G.J. Wolfaardt 2002-2003
M. Trebble 2003-2019
J. Roodman 2019-2020
TWK 2020-2023

ALFRED COUNTY

EASTERN MPUMALANGA

Chair
D. Peoples 2002-2014
V. Lascelles 2014-2021
N. Engelbrecht 2021-2023
Vice Chair
A. Scheepers 2002-2005
C. Blunt-Mackenzie 2005-2008
C. Houghting 2008-2011
T. Hulett 2013-2016
N. Engelbrecht 2016-2021
Secretary
D. Hempson 2002-2014
J. Lascelles 2014-2021

UMVOTI / MAINLINE
Chair
M. Mason / A. Coleby 2002-2004
A.W.P. Coleby 2004-2005
L. Hill 2005-2007
A.W.P. Coleby 2007-2017
A. Mason 2017-2023
Vice Chair
L. Hill / B. Shaw 2002-2004
L. Hill 2004-2005
A.W.P. Coleby 2006-2007
A. Mason 2007-2017
A.W.P. Coleby 2017-2020
M. Eggers 2020-2023
Secretary
R. Lee / G. Poole 2002-2004
R. Lee 2004-2016
D. Jacobsz 2016-2019
R. Poole 2019-2023

NORTHERN KWAZULU-NATAL

Chair
R. Miles 2002-2014
M. Gallagher 2014-2019
G. Hogg 2019-2022
S Gallagher 2022-2023

Chair
H.G. Niebuhr 2002-2006
K. Taylor 2006-2014
N. Schefermann 2014-2019
R. Beneke 2019-2023

Vice Chair
G. Payn 2002-2007
M. Gallagher 2007-2011
K. Bouverie 2011-2022
G. Hogg 2022-2023

Vice Chair
R. van Rooyen 2002-2004
J.A. Scheepers 2004-2006
H.E. Hellberg 2006-2011
N. Schefermann 2011-2014
H. Gevers 2014-2018
K. Taylor 2018-2019
J. Freyer 2019-2023

Secretary
J.D. Payn 2002-2011
G. Hogg 2011-2019
S. Gallagher 2019-2022
R. Payn 2022-2023

Secretary
J.J. Coetzer 2002-2020
C. Mattison 2020-2023

ZULULAND
Chair
R. Dobeyn 2002-2021
D. Davidson 2021-2023
Vice Chair
W. Davidson 2002-2007
S. Cele 2007-2014
B. Mnguni 2014-2017
D. Davidson 2017-2021
R. Dobeyn 2021-2022
B. Mnguni 2022-2023
Secretary
F. Badenhorst 2002-2005
D. Schwartz 2005—2006
F. Badenhorst 2006-2014
B. McMurray 2014-2020
B. Shezi 2020-2023

EASTON/MID-ILLOVO/
RICHMOND/IXOPO
Chair
V. Keyser 2002-2006
T. O’Neill 2006-2008
G. Neubert 2008-2009
R. Gemmell 2009-2013
M. Stainbank 2013-2023
Vice Chair
T. Morgan 2002-2006
G. Neubert 2006-2008
R. Gemmell 2008-2009
M. Stainbank 2011-2013
A. Foster 2013-2023
Secretary
C.A. Mackenzie 2002-2015
G. Neubert 2016-2021

SOUTHERN CAPE
Chair
W. van Reenen 2002-2010
P. van Zyl 2010-2013
S. Westcott 2013-2017
G von Lil 2017-2019
G. Taylor 2019-2020
Vice Chair
F. Gerber 2002-2006
R. Ritchies 2006-2010
S. Westcott 2010-2011
C. Jonker 2013-2016
G. Taylor 2016-2019
Secretary
M. Neser 2002-2003
G. Burnhams 2003-2004
C. Sparks 2004-2005
G. Burnhams 2005-2006
C. Sparks 2006-2020

2

Group inactive, effective 2020

Note: The service of those listed from 2002 to South African Timber Growers’ Association (SATGA) predates FSA
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FSCC & FSA SPECIAL
RELATIONSHIP
Makhosazana (Khosi) Mavimbela, Executive Director,
Forest Sector Charter Council

The famous saying two heads

Through the similar value

are better than one has been

system and the shared vision,

proven beyond doubt through

the collaboration has led to the

the relationship we as the Forest

implementation of various projects

Sector Charter Council, Council has

in support of the objectives of

with Forestry South Africa FSA.

B-BBEE in the sector, a mandate
bequeathed to the Council. One

The Council has always maintained

being the funding secured by FSA

a professional and collaborative

from the European Union, for all

Additionally, and proudly so,

working rapport with FSA in

the forestry-based institutions

the establishment of the She is

particular under the leadership

in support of skills development

Forestry SA, an initiative intended

of Mr Michael Peter with FSA

being one of the scorecard

to support women empowerment,

contributing extensively and in

elements.

involvement and even

so many great ways to the work

acknowledge their contribution

of the Council. The strategic

Remarkably, the profiling of

in the Sector which FSA has

guidance on the implementation of

Council’s work in the FSA’s Annual

embraced whole-heartedly and not

the Broad-Based Black Economic

Reports and the many initiatives

only made financial sponsorship

Empowerment (B-BBEE) Codes

by FSA to promote women

but volunteered their human

and related matters in Council,

empowerment in particular in

resources as well.

and through the PPGI initiative

Forestry’s footprint has not only

has advanced the common

broaden the Council’s relevance

The Council will forever be

goal of achieving meaningful

in the Forest Sector but also

indebted to the financial

transformation in the Forest Sector.

improved its credibility.

support received from FSA and
its members for its annual
programmes, a commitment
they have honoured since the
establishment of the Council
in 2009. I am incredibly proud
to have worked so closely with
FSA, not only for my personal
development but also for the
exceptional patronage of any idea
that I bring forward for the success
and stability of the Council.
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The Forest Sector Charter Council is an institution
mandated to oversee, monitor and report on the
implementation and compliance with the Amended
Forest Sector Code in accordance to the Broad-Based
Black Economic Empowerment Amendment Act.

Supporting, promoting,
guiding & monitoring
the transformation
of the Forest Sector by
securing stakeholders
compliance with the
requirements of the
Forest Sector Code.
www.forestsectorchartercouncil.co.za

Our vision - to acheive Sustainable B-BBEE and
growth in the forest sector through active and
meaningful participation of all Stakeholders.
B-BBEE is about economic growth, sustainability,
inclusiveness, partnership and commitment to
good governance.

We proudly serve the following sub-sectors:
Charcoal
Fibre
Poles
@ForestCharterZA

Contractors
Growers
Sawmilling
Forest Sector Charter Council

BRACKEN TIMBERS
Murray Mason, Managing Director, Bracken Timbers
Having been involved with FSA since its inception two decades ago, I have witnessed a united
Forestry Industry evolve into something that is regarded by many as the flagship of industry
organisations. The teamwork and co-operation between industry players regardless of size,
background or individual priorities is truly unique and the envy of many
others, and our small staff compliment deliver way above expectations.
FSA has earned the respect of our government and other partner
organisations as a result of this teamwork, and it is very well deserved.
The South African Forestry Industry, from corporate players to emerging
growers and private farmers, have all reaped the benefits of FSA’s efforts
in many different ways and sincerest thanks to the amazing men and
women who have contributed to these efforts for the past twenty years.
Congratulations to the FSA family, both past and present on twenty years
and best wishes and God’s speed for the next twenty!
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RESEARCH,
DEVELOPMENT AND
INNOVATION: A KEY
ENABLER OF OUR
SECTOR
Ronald Heath, Director: Research and Protection, Forestry South Africa

Since its inception, FSA’s

research with the research

aim to optimise yield, reduce input

overarching purpose has been

portfolio evolving significantly

costs, and protect our growing

to facilitate collective platforms,

over the last 20 years. This is not

stock with research, development

leveraging funding from external

surprising as it is well recognised

and innovation being central in

sources, deferring potential costs

that knowledge is essential in

all three of these aims. The return

to its members and ensuring

addressing current and future

on investment to the Industry has

industry’s collective voice is

constraints to our sector. To

been evident when realising that

heard. All of these have been

ensure our Industry remains

our Sector’s productivity over the

central to FSA’s role in industry

sustainable and competitive, we

last thirty years grew by 52% on
a land base that only increased
by 8%. This was purely due to
the implementation of research
finding on the ground.
The importance of research
to our sector is evident in the
investment through FSA we
have seen over the last 20 years.
For most of its existence, the
research expenditure through FSA
constituted more than 50% of the
total FSA budget. This is echoed
by the significant investment in
research and development by our
members for in-house research
as well as research funding
to our Higher Education and
Research Institutions. During the

2
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last survey performed on forest

expenditure through FSA would

research, collectively industry

be of equal benefit to all members

was contributing 1.6% of its

by focusing research funding on

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

two main themes, namely forest

to research and development.

protection and sustainability

This is over double the national

as these were two challenges

average expenditure on research

that were common to all timber

and development and 0,73% of

growers. One of the biggest

the national GDP. This significant

changes this framework resulted

investment has positioned the

in was to lessen funding from FSA

South African forestry research

allocated to individual projects and

landscape to build a wealth of

rather securing capacity through

human capacity and world leading

the funding of Research Platforms.

research programmes. One thing

This was due to the RAC realising

all these programmes have in

that the capacity the Sector had

common is collective support from

built over years was at risk and

our members and a coordinated

provided the additional benefit

approach to how the sector

that the Platforms secured capacity

sustains it research outputs.

which FSA members could then
utilise at a reduced cost.

Initially, FSA relied on our
research partners to coordinate

The RAC soon realised that

and prioritise research activities.

significant pressure was being

providing students with bursaries.

In 2014, when FSA first secured

placed on Industry funding due

Building capacity at tertiary

Sector Innovation Funding, it

to dwindling State support for

institutions through post graduate

was decided to create additional

forestry research and development.

research is key in ensuring the

capacity within FSA to manage the

Subsequently, the Research

best young researchers to address

research portfolio in the form of a

portfolio in FSA was tasked to

future research needs. This has

Research Director. This portfolio

securing government funding

proven highly successful with

was established to coordinate

leveraged on our members

several students initially funded by

FSA funded research, engage with

significant investment into

industry during their postgraduate

the various relevant government

research and development. With

studies now heading a number

departments regarding forestry

dwindling government funding

of world leading research

research and represent the

toward research, especially from

programmes servicing the South

Sector on relevant forums. The

the Industry’s line department,

African Forestry Sector.

portfolio was responsible for the

this soon became a priority under

formalisation of FSA’s Research

this portfolio. Since tasked, FSA,

As a responsible land user,

Advisory Committee (RAC) who

through the research portfolio has

our Sector has always had

were tasked to oversee forestry

secured more than R115 million

sustainability at the heart

research at a strategic level and

rand. This leveraged funding

of how we do business, be

develop a research vision, mission

has not only complemented the

it social, environmental or

and strategy. Since its inception,

Industry funding to address the

economic sustainability. As an

this committee has been central in

Sector’s research needs and secure

international community, we

allocating research funding within

human and institutional capacity,

have seen a significant shift

FSA as well as the development

but has also enabled the Sector to

toward sustainability. This in

of a funding framework. The

utilise large portions of the public

some sense has without a doubt

framework ensured that research

funding to build capacity through

been influenced by the recent

2
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pandemic, but also an increased

As our Sector faces numerous

consciousness by the general

future uncertainties and

public on the need to ensure

challenges due to the changing

sustainability of our planet. Our

climate, and an unstable

Sector is perfectly positioned to

economic climate caused by the

support a shift to sustainability.

pandemic and the international

This is well recognised in the role

political landscape, we need to

forestry can play in the Sustainable

position ourselves to mitigate

Development Goals (SDG’s). The

the challenges and uncertainty.

SDG’s are a global concept to

This will only be achievable with

which every country, and industry

knowledge generated through

for that matter, needs to work

strategic research. If we as a

towards. In doing so, it is believed

Sector do not continue on the

we will achieve success in terms

positive trajectory as we have

of sustaining life on earth, while

for so many years with regard

meeting our needs now, without

to research, development and

compromising the needs of future

innovation, we will without a

generations. This will undoubtably

doubt, stagnate. Our Sector has

require some change or adjustment

over the years shown its resilience

in how we do things. This change

and ability to adapt and this

can only be successful if it is

is purely due to our extensive

informed by sound knowledge

research footprint maintained

generated by research. Research

by committed investment into

will play such a big role in

research and development.

remaining sustainable and aspiring

This investment has also been

to a more sustainable future that

optimised through the Sector’s

one could consider research and

collective and collaborative

innovation as a fourth leg of

approach to maintain a strong

sustainability.

research base.

MERENSKY TIMBER
Dr Johan de Graaf, CEO Merensky Timber Group
We are proud members of FSA and recognise that our Merensky purpose to
Do Good, by aspiring to give more than we take, is shared by our Forestry
Association.
Over the past 20 years, we’ve been privileged to work with the talented
team of FSA who represent small, medium and large timber growers.
During this time we experienced difficult market conditions and FSA
proved to be resilient and effective. As a sector we certainly had to make
sacrifices, but we also celebrated successes that already contributed to a
more inclusive economy in rural areas in dire need of support.
Merensky Timber thanks FSA for their tremendous support.
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20 YEARS OF THE FOREST
OPERATIONS PORTFOLIO
Roger Godsmark, Previous Director: Operations Forestry, South Africa and
Francois Oberholzer, Director: Operations, Forestry South Africa
Since the creation of FSA 20
years ago, much has been
achieved. FSA’s Operations
Portfolio has worked tirelessly,
and will continue to, executing
its responsibilities in such a
manner as to either maximise our
members’ interests or, more often
than not, minimise the potential
negative impact that inappropriate
government policy, legislation
or regulations could have on
their interests. The primary
responsibilities of the portfolio are,
inter alia, to:

ensure responses are drafted

actions relate, inter alia, to property

•

establish, co-ordinate and

to proposed policy, legislation

rates, valuation of timber estates,

participate in the activities of

and regulations which protect

labour, transport and crime

various internal and external

or advance the rights and

matters.

operational structures and

interests of the Association’s

processes to enhance the

members specifically, and the

effectiveness of Industry in

SA Forestry Industry in general.

achieving its overall strategic
•

•

Major milestones
achieved by FSA’s
Operations Portfolio

objectives;

Through the abovementioned,

maintain the Association’s

FSA has succeeded in its goals

information database

of enhancing and protecting

and gather, compile and

members’ interests. This is

disseminate relevant

illustrated by the billions of rands

information and reports for

FSA has saved the Industry in

the Association’s members,

potential accumulated costs over

Industry at large and other

the past 20 years. These costs

the financial viability of the

interested parties when

would have been incurred by the

agricultural and forestry Industries

required; and most importantly

Industry had it not been for FSA’s

followed the promulgation of the

monitor the legislative and

actions to “head such costs off

Local Government: Municipal

regulatory environment and

at the pass”. Examples of a such

Structures Act of 1998 which

Avoiding Unwarranted Land
and Wealth Taxes
One of the biggest threats to

2
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created 284 municipalities

in this regard, and specifically

of properties for land reform

covering the entire country “wall

with monitoring implementation

purposes. As, at the time, the

to wall”. It became immediately

of the Act, were strengthened

total asset value of the Forestry

apparent that these municipalities

through our partnership with

Industry was R42.7 billion, billions

were levying unsustainable rates

organised Agriculture in the form

of rands would have been wiped

on agricultural and forestry

of Kwanalu (KZN Agricultural

out if the VG’s proposals had

properties that had now fallen

Union) and the Cane Growers

been implemented and which, in

within their jurisdictions,

Association. This monitoring

turn, could have led to a marked

despite them receiving no

resulted in court action against

reduction in land prices generally

municipal services whatsoever.

the then Minister of Provincial

and thus, a decline in investment

This was followed by the “Local

and Local Government to get the

and increased insolvencies. The

Government: Municipal Property

Minister to limit the ability of

collective efforts of FSA and

Rates Act” (PRA), which was

municipalities to impose property

organised agriculture led to a court

promulgated in July 2005 and

rates of no more than 0.5% on

ruling, that found the court had

which municipalities had to

these properties. Subsequent to

the final say in the determination

implement fully by July 2009.

this intervention, the Minster

of the value of property acquired

During the consultation process

published regulations which

for land reform purposes and not

prior to the enactment thereof,

stipulated that municipalities were

an organ of State, including the

FSA had made both written

not allowed to charge property

VG’s office. Once again, saving our

and oral submissions to the

rates on agricultural and forestry

Industry billions of rands.

Portfolio Committee. As a result

land in excess of 25% of the rand

thereof, we were able to get

rateage they applied to residential

various concessions, the major

property. This was viewed as

Addressing Labour Issues

one being that the value of trees

a major victory and one which

Over the past 20 years, FSA has

be excluded from the rateable

potentially saved the Industry tens

dealt with numerous labour related

value of forestry properties. This

of million rands a year.

policy, regulatory and legislative
issues. Some of these interventions

concession alone potentially saved
the Industry a rates bill of at least

Similar success came through

include ensuring the Labour

R100 million per year at the time

the partnership between FSA and

Relations Amendment Bill, which

of implementation. FSA’s efforts

Agri SA to address the valuations

would have primarily banned the

MONDI FORESTS
Themba Vilane, Operations Director, Mondi Forests
In the last 20 years, I’ve seen FSA evolving into a very organised entity dealing
with critical issues affecting our Industry. Key to its success over the last 20
years was coming out with a land settlement model for the entire industry,
assisting students with a keen interest in Forestry via bursaries and
dealing with critical barriers and inhibitors under the PPGI (Public Private
Growth Initiative) banner. Critical amongst these are category
B and C plantations dealing with logistics matters like rail, implementing
the smart trucks (PBS), taking a leading role in fire management, driving
and leading forestry research, playing an active role in dealing with issues
affecting small timber growers and resolving long outstanding issues related to
water and the environment. I’m looking forward to the next decade of improvement
with FSA.
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use of labour brokers, ended up
being far less draconian. Similarly,
FSA through engagement with the
Portfolio Committee for Labour
had a central role in ensuring
aspects of the Basic Conditions
of Employment Amendment Bill
were not enacted. This included
that proposed power be given to
the Minister to set wage increases
(as well as minimum wages), set
union representation thresholds
and the removal of the original
clauses allowing employers
to appeal compliance order
conditions.
the Davis Tax Commission with

thereby saving the Industry

One of FSA’s main achievements

the request that it look at the

potentially hundreds of millions

regarding labour was to influence

desirability and feasibility of the

of rands per year.

amendments to the Basic

introduction of any or all of the

Conditions of Employment Act,

following possible forms of wealth

more specifically the adoption

tax:

of the Sectoral Determinations

•

A land tax (over and above

Placing Transport Issues
High on the Agenda

which dealt with two main issues:

property rates on agricultural /

Transport issues have been a

the employment conditions of

forestry land).

central focus of FSA’s Operations

A national tax on the value

Portfolio since inception. However,

of property (over and above

given the ever-increasing concerns

municipal property rates).

that the Industry had related

An annual wealth tax.

to deteriorating infrastructure,

workers; and their minimum

•

wage rates. FSA interventions
managed to obtain concessions in
terms of the ability of employers

•

to make deductions from wages

efficiency and increasing costs

for rations and accommodation

Following FSA’s detailed

associated therewith, transport’s

provided (up to 10% for each)

and comprehensive written

place on FSA’s agenda has become

and, due to the “task based

submission to the Commission,

more prominent.

work” system used in forestry

we were one of only 15 other

operations, until recently, a lower

entities (out of 168) to be invited

The formation of FSA’s Transport

minimum wage than that applied

to make oral presentations to the

Committee in 2010 to address

to farm workers. This success

Davis Tax Commission. It was a

numerous rail, road and port

saved the Industry an estimated

welcome relief that in 2018 the

issues has facilitated this. On

R150-R250 million in its wage

Davis Tax Commission’s Report to

behalf of the Industry, FSA through

bill during the first year of the

the then Finance Minister, Pravin

its Transport Committee continues

phasing in period alone.

Gordhan, recommended that

to engage with government to

the economy was not in a sound

influence legislation and inhibitive

Through the Operations Portfolio

enough position to introduce a

amendments. One such example

FSA opposed numerous inhibitive

wealth tax. The inputs made by

is FSA’s role, alongside others,

proposed legislations, including

FSA, together with many other

in stalling the introduction of

the proposed Wealth Tax. In

organisations of similar mind,

proposed amendments to the

2017, the Government established

helped to stave off this threat,

National Road Traffic Regulations

2
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that amongst others, included
the accurate weighing of vehicles
from point of departure alone. This
amendment would probably have
cost the Industry in excess of R400
million to comply with, let alone
the costs of compliance with the
other proposed regulations.
FSA has spent a lot of time and
effort on the diesel rebate over
the years. Following the joint
publication by SARS and the
National Treasury, of a discussion
document on the review of the
diesel fuel tax refund system
in 2017, FSA has engaged

•

the transportation of wattle

exorbitant costs associated with

bark and biomass;

both the export and import of

the inclusion of Small-scale

commodities, FSA has made many

was as beneficial as possible to

Timber Growers (SSGs) in

submissions to the Ports Regulator

our members. Some examples of

Forestry based on current

of South Africa (PRSA) over the

the successes achieved are the

provisions for small-scale

years. FSA was instrumental in the

inclusion of the following:

sugar cane farmers; and

implementation of the Weighted

the diesel used on empty truck

Efficiency Gains from Operation

trips back from mills.

(WEGO) model, to determine port

continuously with government on
this matter to ensure the system

•

wet contractors would be
accommodated in future and

•

•

can register and claim in their
•

tariffs, the result of which has

own right;

Given that South African ports are

been lower tariffs and increased

firefighting and forest

amongst the most expensive and

port efficiency. Going forward

protection equipment;

inefficient in the world, leading to

FSA managed to secure reasonable

MONDI FORESTS
Ben Pienaar, Head of Forest Research and Technical, Mondi Forests
Over the years FSA has progressed from being a voice in the Forestry Sector to an
essential voice. We really appreciate the role FSA is playing in unifying timber
growers and representing our common interests. FSA has led the way in
shaping the discourse within South Africa and raising issues at the highest
level in Government, in support of the Forest industry. Through FSA’s
Research Advisory Committee we have made great progress in securing
much needed research funding to make progress on some of the most
important topics facing our industry’s competitiveness and sustainability.
We are looking forward to face the challenges our industry is confronted
with, and working together with our industry partners through FSA, we
feel empowered to take them head on. Congratulations on the achievements
during the first 20 years and may the next 20 be even better.
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tariff increases. When comparing

in addressing the problem at a

The FSA Operations Portfolio

2013/14 and 2018/19 tariffs, the

national level through, amongst

has, since the inception of FSA,

Ports Authority had requested a

other means, educating law

covered a huge number of issues –

compounded increase of 63.74%

enforcement officials (SAPS and

only the most important of which

whereas the PRSA had approved an

magistrates) of the seriousness

have been highlighted above.

increase of 19.11%. This indicated

of the matter and engaging the

Over the past two decades, FSA’s

that real tariffs had fallen by

relevant government structures on

Operations Portfolio as can be

8.88% over the six-year period.

the issue. More recently, through

seen, saved the Industry literally

The net result of the above had

FSA’s involvement in the PPGI,

billions of rands in accumulated

been that the Industry had, over

we were included in the National

cost savings and will continue

this period, saved millions of rands

Priority Committee for Extortion

to do so. This would not have

on exporting its products.

and Violence at Business Sites.

been possible without the active

Through this platform FSA has

participation of other FSA staff

Rail Transport, although an

been able to raise the Sector’s

members, FSA members, and

extremely important part of the

concerns and even specific

through the close cooperation

timber transport framework,

incidences at a national level. To

and assistance of our sister

shows continuous decline, with

ensure that our interventions are

organisations and other bodies

rail dropping from 3.5 million

based on accurate and confirmed

within and outside the Forestry

tons in 2005 to around 1.8 million

information, FSA established an

Industry. A debt of gratitude must

tons in 2022. FSA’s involvement

online platform to improve the

be extended to them for making

with the PPGI has again proved

reporting of Forestry-specific data

FSA the effective organisations

invaluable, with the PPGI Logistics

regarding crime and criminality.

that it is.

Leads assisting FSA with a twopronged approach to tackle the
current situation with Transnet
Freight Rail (TFR). This includes
(i) Investigating the possibility of
pilot project(s) to allow Third Party
Access to increase rail capacity
and (ii) stabilising current rail
performance.
As our country has seen an
increase in crime in general,
our Sector was not spared.
Over time, our Sector has had
to deal with increased timber
and equipment theft as well as
general criminality and extortion.
Over the years, a number of
structures were implemented to
address this concerning trend,
including the provincial Timber
Theft Forums. While these
forums addressed the issues of
crime and criminality at regional
levels, FSA assisted Industry

Image Credit: Francois Oberholzer
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WORKING TOGETHER TO PROMOTE
THE WORLD’S OLDEST NATURAL
MATERIAL AS THE SOLUTION TO
A CLIMATE FRIENDLY FUTURE
Jane Molony, Executive Director, Paper Manufacturers Association of South Africa

While the uptake of wood-based

Manufacturing SETA to great

products in traditional and

effect, ensuring that training

new markets may seem novel,

stays top of mind in our Sector.

wood has been with us for time

Guaranteeing that we attract the

immemorial and the bioeconomy

right calibre of skilled people is

we strive towards is not new.

essential and to this end, both
organisations have maximised

Step-changes in silviculture and

the Department of Science and

manufacturing have seen us using

Innovation’s Sector Innovation

more of the tree, ensuring less

Funding, making great strides

goes to waste. The circular nature

in resource optimisation and

extends to our products through

climate change resilience.

the recycling of office paper,
magazines, books, pizza boxes,

The Sector as a whole plays an

cereal boxes, cardboard boxes,

important role in the low carbon

the development of guidelines

newspapers and more.

trajectory of the country. Its

for measurement of carbon

recognition as a value chain that

sequestration in plantations and

For close on two decades, Forestry

provides renewable, carbon-

harvested wood products.

South Africa and the Paper

storing and climate-friendly

Manufacturers Association of

solutions through its planted

Working with FSA as the lead

South Africa (PAMSA) have worked

forests and harvested wood

on the Masterplan development

in tandem to lobby government on

products was demonstrated in the

and implementation means

a host of matters.

promulgation of carbon tax and

that raw material will be grown

in the inclusion of the ‘S’ factor

to ensure a sustainable forest

These include collaborating to

for carbon sequestration in carbon

product industry. From a

create a consolidated Sector

accounting and recognition by

PAMSA perspective, an ongoing

Education Training Authority

National Treasury.

relationship with ITAC, as
encouraged in the Masterplan

(SETA) from three separate

2
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SETAs, and subsequently

Through a collaborative approach

and in the B-BBEE Forest Sector

working closely with the

with the DFFE, both FSA and

Transformation Charter, helps to

new Fibre Processing and

PAMSA provided input into

ensure that waste paper stays in

the country to be beneficiated into
new paper products.
From new trees to old paper, we
will continue to work together
in order to deliver major
climate benefits: the stable and
increasing storage of carbon in our
plantations and products, and the
avoided fossil/process emissions
brought about through substitution
by wood-based products and the
beneficiation of waste.
Congratulations to FSA for all their
good work over the last 20 years.

Image Credit: Devin Lester/PAMSA
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TURNING NEW LEAVES,
GROWING MORE TREES AND
BUILDING BACK BETTER WITH
WOOD
Roy Southey, Executive Director, Sawmilling South Africa

Most sawmillers and members

responsibly sourced timber to saw

of Sawmilling South Africa (SSA)

products that are aimed at the

are also timber growers in their

future of sustainable, low-carbon

own right and as such are also

construction.

members of FSA. This means that
matters at an FSA level usually

Globally, urban populations are

interest or affect our sawmillers.

burgeoning, requiring cities

FSA, under the executive direction

to become more dense, often

of Michael Peter, has been at the

by building upwards. At the

forefront of the South African

same time, we are facing a

Forestry Industry, and to this

climate crisis. The global built

end, SSA supports all or any

environment currently responsible

endeavours to strengthen the

for approximately 40% of global

growing Sector. Our collaborative

energy related CO2 emissions,

is largely supported by sawmillers.

efforts in bringing to fruition the

with emissions stemming from

We therefore look to FSA as the

Sector Master Plan is but one of

two main sources: the energy

voice of the Forest Sector in South

the many examples where FSA

consumed within buildings for

Africa on matters of an Industry

have provided a guiding light in

heating, cooling and power

scale. When it comes to specific

our value chain.

(operational emissions) and

dynamics that affect the solid

the emissions associated with

wood conversion sector and our

SSA has recently turned over a

the extraction, processing and

own dealings with authorities,

new leaf with a modernised logo

manufacture of building products

we are truly grateful for FSA’s

and slogan, and a renewed focus

(embodied emissions).

support.

timber in the built environment.

With sawlogs as our bread and

SSA has always worked very closely

Underpinned by our new

butter, and solid wood products

with the staff of FSA and we have

positioning statement – ‘We saw

taking a very significant role in

a mutual respect for each other.

the future’ – demonstrates that

the future of green building, the

We congratulate the Association on

our Sector only uses renewable,

advocacy by FSA with Government

their momentous milestone.

in an effort to highlight value of

2
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MONDI ZIMELE
Sizwe Mtengu, Forestry Partners Manager
I can’t believe that it is 20 years already. The memories of the launch of FSA, 20 years ago at
Hilton College are still vivid in my memory. I have personally been involved with FSA from its
early days when we were assisting to set up timber grower structures, mainly in rural areas. FSA
has played a huge role in creating a platform for all its members to share valuable information
and address common challenges within the Forestry Sector. This has
resulted in a number of initiatives aimed at uplifting timber growers and
putting them on the world map. We have witnessed growers participate
fully in the World Forestry Congress that took place in South Africa and
on various platforms including government initiatives to ensure that
their voices are heard. It’s through FSA that the Forestry Industry in
South Africa has a structure, namely Business Development Committee,
representing all the Forestry role players with an aim of attending to
issues that have a direct impact on growers. I wish that the FSA grows
from strength to strength and continues on its mandate of representing
the Forestry Industry.

2
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SAFCA A PROUD PARTNER
OF FSA FOR OVER A DECADE
Dwayne Marx, Chief Executive Officer, SAFCA
SAFCA and SAFCA NPC, sister

members the grower companies

organizations of FSA are proud

and forest owners. Collaboration

to have partnered with FSA for

and engagement between our

well over a decade now. FSA

two Associations is vital, for the

has been a critical partner and

greater SA Forestry Industry.

to see some of the challenges that

supported SAFCA NPC, with a

SAFCA has over the years engaged

FSA are engaging in and leading

common industry goal to upskill

with FSA regarding the various

on behalf of the Industry, such as

and create development paths for

challenges and opportunities

the recapitalization of the Western

our Forestry Sector workers. The

within the Industry. FSA has

Cape State plantations, the

Forestry Supervisor Development

always accommodated our requests

optimism surrounding the PPGI

Programme to name but one of

for assistance and guidance in

and Forest Sector Masterplan and

the initiatives that FSA supported

matters relating to our Industry.

the revitalization of SA rail and

to get off the ground. SAFCA fully

The membership growth in FSA

freight transport.

understands, our members are

over the last few years is testament

at opposite ends of the scale, we

to the outstanding service they

We look forward to many more

are the contract service providers

are providing their members. It is

years of collaboration and

for the Forestry Industry and FSA

extremely exciting for our Industry

engagement with FSA.

www.safca.co.za

+27(0)11 392 4643

The Forestry Contractor’s Voice
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20 YEARS,
WHAT HAS BEEN
ACHIEVED, AND
WHAT’S NEXT?
Norman Dlamini, Development Director, Forestry South Africa and
Nathi Ndlela, Development Manager, Forestry South Africa
When the South African Timber

FSA was mandated to organise,

Growers Association (SATGA)

coordinate and capacitate this

which traditionally represented

grower group, among other things.

medium-scale commercial tree

Over the past 20 years, growers

farmers and the Forest Owners

across the country have been

Association (FOA) representing

registered and organised into

corporate timber growers

structures at the local village, local

amalgamated in 2002 to form

municipality, district municipality

Forestry South Africa (FSA),

and lastly, Provincial level. The

strategic and visionary leadership

process has progressed well

saw it fit to build in the third tier

in three Provinces, Limpopo,

of growers into the association, the

Mpumalanga and KwaZulu-Natal

of this group of growers, but with

small-scale timber growers. These

and growers are well represented

the relevant knowledge, many

growers were mainly from groups

in the structures of FSA. Growers

of the other needs can be met.

of historically disadvantaged

in Mpumalanga and the Eastern

Growers need to decipher their

individuals in South Africa who

Cape are not yet fully represented

real needs or shortfalls and know

only started participating in the

in the structures of FSA, but a

where and how to find help. Hence

forestry industry in 1983. They had

substantial amount of work has

the FSA Grower Development

not been represented by any formal

gone into organising them into

Programme was designed on the

institution before. Forestry South

structures and they are receiving

principle of building partnerships

Africa was thus established with

capacity development in many

with entities that provide a helping

three tiers of grower groups, all

areas.

hand in crafting solutions and

duly represented in the structures

then sharing that information to

of the Association. A lot of work

The biggest need for small-scale

create the necessary linkages with

was needed in the small-scale

timber growers is information

growers.

grower group because it did

sharing and knowledge transfer.

not have formal structures. The

This statement is not intended to

Over the years, many men and

Business Development Unit of

discredit the other genuine needs

women have dedicated their time

2
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this communication network.
Everything is communicated
through this network, including
the latest pest and disease
threats, capacity development
and training initiatives,
legislative changes, and available
opportunities for development
finance.
It is not easy to measure in
monetary terms the investment
and growth that has been achieved
over the years as a result of the
Image Credit: NCT Forestry Agricultural Cooperative Ltd

association, because of the way
data is collected in the Sector.
But the continuous growth of the

to serving their fellow growers in

the younger generation joining

sub-sector from three members

these structures. This has enabled

the group to manage family

in 1983 to the thousands today is

FSA to communicate to thousands

and community plantations,

testimony that the collaboration

of growers, a previously almost

communication is getting

between the three tiers of timber

impossible exercise. With new

easier, but every member

growers in South Africa works.

communication technologies and

plays a very important role in

The main collaboration between

NCT FORESTRY
Phillip Day, Chairman, NCT Forestry
NCT Forestry, representing a large portion of the private timber growers in South Africa, is
honoured to have been associated with FSA from its inception 20 years ago. Our members were
instrumental in the formation of FSA when SATGA and FOA amalgamated all those years ago, to
form an organisation that could speak on behalf of most timber growers in SA. As relatively small
growers, we realised the benefits of a co-operative structure where the sum of the individuals
outweighs the individual on their own. The voice for the industry’s interests collectively, is far
more resounding than a single member in isolation.
FSA over the years has grown in stature and plays an important role for
our members as a lobby group, especially when dealing with government
institutions. We, as private growers, have benefitted enormously from
this association and our members play an active role in all structures
of FSA. Our members provide stability and continuity to FSA as
our representatives serve for long periods, as opposed to corporate
representatives, who by their nature, change regularly.
NCT congratulates FSA on this two-decade milestone achieved and we
look forward to many more years of a close working relationship, to the
mutual benefit of all our members.
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the corporate and small-scale

considered small-scale regardless

conceived by former President

growers as guided by FSA staff

of the size of their operations. The

Nelson Mandela.

makes available to the small-

clarity of the definitions will assist

scale timber grower, the relevant

in measuring the progress made

The key focus areas of FSA

site-specific growing material

by the new entrant, previously

including forest protection,

(seedlings or clones) at subsidized

disadvantaged timber growers

skills development, transport,

costs, technical forestry knowledge

against their rightful counterparts

land reform, environmental

transfer (extension), production

in total blindness to race. Proper

management, research,

finance (soft loans) and markets

measurement and evaluation

afforestation and water issues,

for produce. It is this collaboration

is the basis of continuous

are all aimed at improving

that sets forestry for success

improvement and great initiatives

the productivity of members’

in the land reform space. The

and is the mother of mastery. The

operations to enhance profitability

collaboration enables continuous

profitability and sustainability of

and long-term sustainability. As

post-settlement support, which

operations must be compared with

an all-encompassing association

is not normally the case in other

others on a similar scale without

benefitting all its members,

sectors, through partnerships

involving race in order to track

FSA must be able to outline the

between the different tiers of

the progress that has been made

profitability and sustainability per

members.

by new entrants in the sector.

grower group and thus the grower

This is extremely important in the

groups should, therefore, be well-

non-racial South Africa that was

defined.

The next 20 years present an
opportunity for Forestry South
Africa to increase its effectiveness
in the Eastern Cape Province.
The Eastern Cape is peculiar
because it is the only province
that has a huge potential for new
entrants into the Sector. About
100 000 ha of the mapped new
afforestation is in this Province
and it will likely be taken up by
communities and individuals who
will run small-scale operations.
It is important for the association
to properly define the tiers of
growers strictly in terms of
scale. As it stands right now, the
definitions seem to be clouded
by race and land tenure systems.
Today, white timber growers with
operations that are smaller than
those of their black colleagues
are labelled medium-scale,
whereas the black growers are
labelled small-scale. It is almost
acceptable without question that
all black timber growers are

Image Credit: SAPPI
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SOUTH AFRICAN UTILITY POLE ASSOCIATION
Pierre Tullis, Chief Executive Officer, SAUPA
Congratulations to Forestry

to ensure the sustainability of the

South Africa (FSA) on your 20

wooden pole industry in Africa

anniversary. The contribution

through the following ways:

made by FSA over the last 20 years

•

th

for the Forestry Industry has been

suitable for both wooden poles

outstanding. The hard work of
FSA has allowed for the smaller

The planting of seedlings
and fibre for the pulp industry

•

Find suitable silvicultural

Associations to exist and grow

process to maximize wooden

with the Industry.

pole volumes to benefit the

South African Utility Pole

•

•

farmers

the preferred utility pole for

Training of forestry companies

Africa
•

Association (SAUPA) is the

for learnerships, skills

formation of a grouping of South

programmes and short courses.

of utility poles to provide a

African Utility Pole treating plants,

•

Contribute to the promotion of

reliable cost-effective utility

the treated wooden pole to be

pole

who are committed to the core

the preferred utility pole in the

values of the compliance to quality,

utility pole industry.

•

To provide support services
to develop the utility pole
industry by minimizing pole

promotion of treated wooden utility

SAUPA members are focused on

poles in Southern Africa.

the marketing and promotion
of Eucalyptus utility poles for

26

Consult with all stakeholders

chemical suppliers and end users

environmental legislation and the

2

To promote wooden poles as

failures in the harsh African
conditions
•

Carry out research in Africa on

Over the last 17 years, SAUPA has

the African market through the

the performance and efficacy of

worked hard with FSA members

following ways:

African utility poles.

TWO DECADES
OF SUSTAINABLE
FORESTRY
John Scotcher, Environmental Consultant, Forestry South Africa

Sustainable Forest Management

Practices in Production Forestry”

Africa (FSA) Environmental

(SFM) has many definitions but

edited by the late Professor RC

Guidelines for Commercial Forestry

all with the same end purpose –

Bigalke. These guidelines were

Plantations in South Africa is now

the development of economically

revised in 1995 and again 2002.

in its fourth edition (2020) and

viable, environmentally

is continually revised to meet the

responsible and socially beneficial

However, important new

changing patterns of SFM. These

forest management practices

developments in South African

include climate change, improved

that can be adapted as improved

legislation, international

understanding of the role of

understanding of the intricate

developments regarding forest

biodiversity conservation and

interactions of these three pillars

certification, climate change and

ecosystem support structures, soil

develop.

the increased attention being

conservation practices, silvicultural

given to SFM by forest owners,

and harvesting operations, ethical

SFM in South African commercial

legislators, stakeholders, retailers

control of damage-causing

forestry can be traced back to 1990

and researchers necessitated

animals, the control of alien and

with the production of “Guidelines

a “new look” approach to the

invasive species, the protection of

for the Application of Conservation

Guidelines. The Forestry South

natural forests and the use of fire

MTO GROUP
Itumeleng Langeni, Chief Stakeholder Relations Officer, MTO Group
Congratulations to Forestry South Africa on its 20th anniversary. The
role that the organisation has played over the years in championing the
cause of the Forestry Industry is commendable. FSA has ensured that
the Forestry Sector has a seat at the table and a voice in determining
the future and the sustainability of both the industry and the South
African economic agenda. One of FSA’s best features is the valuable
contribution that the organization derives from its diverse membership
inclusive of the Small, Medium and Large growers.
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and grazing in the management of

dedicated to the promotion of

National Representative, the

grasslands. The revision process is

responsible management of the

establishment of the FSC South

undertaken exclusively by the FSA

world’s forests was founded –

Africa Standards Development

Environmental Guidelines Editorial

the Forest Stewardship Council®

Group and other FSC Working

committee.

(FSC®). The FSC in South

Groups at the international level.

has had over the last 27 years

The first South African company

During the early 1990s,

continued support from South

was certified in 1998 with now

forest certification became an

African forest management

almost 80% of all commercial

internationally accepted means

companies through to those

forest plantations FSC certified.

of demonstrating SFM. In 1993,

at the end of the value chain.

an independent, international

These include the appointment

More recently, FSA was

non-governmental organisation

of a member as the FSC

instrumental in supporting

the initiative and development

Both certification systems are

is recognised as a stream flow

of an additional certification

based on a standard setting

reduction activity and therefore

system by its members – the

process that enable forest owners,

regulated under an Act of

South African Forestry Assurance

communities, non-government

parliament), the control of alien

Scheme (SAFAS) endorsed by the

organisations and businesses to

and invasive species, biodiversity

Programme for Endorsement

jointly make decisions on issues

conservation, climate change

of Forest Certification (PEFC).

that impact on forests both in the

and carbon sequestration in

SAFAS is an African not-for-

present and into the future.

the forest environment and

profit organisation promoting

carbon storage in harvested

and supporting responsible

FSA also plays an important role

wood products, veld and forest

wood production and sustainable

in providing inputs into draft

fire management and soil

land use. It is based on a risk

environmental policies, laws and

conservation.

management system that

regulations that promote SFM,

allows for the identification and

while at the same time ensuring

But perhaps, most importantly,

prioritisation of the sustainable

that any unintended impacts

is that FSA promotes SFM for

risks of forestry and farming

that the legislation may have

the benefit of its members

enterprises. SAFAS is based on

on forest owners, is minimised.

and for society at large by

the government’s Principles,

Further, FSA is committed to

actively participating in both

Criteria, Indicators and Standards

ensure that these laws and

international and national

for SFM. The PEFC is also

regulations are practicable to

forestry issues. Forestry is

aligned to the Sustainable

implement, are of benefit to

a sustainable land use of a

Development Goals which, in

SFM and can be monitored over

renewable resource where

2022, were adopted by the FSA

time. The legislation includes

products can be recycled and

Environmental Committee in

water use (forestry is the only

where the end product provides a

setting its own goals.

dry land-use in South Africa that

multitude of societal needs.

SOUTH AFRICAN FORESTRY COMPANY (SOC) LIMITED
(SAFCOL)
Tsepo Monaheng, Chief Executive Officer, SAFCOL
The relationship we, as the South African Forestry Company (SOC) Limited (SAFCOL), have with
Forestry South Africa has over the years allowed the Company to be part of the South Africa
Forestry Industry, where responsible forestry is practiced.
Responsible forestry practices require attention to sustainable, efficient and
effective practices that have the lowest environmental impact whilst also
yielding the greatest social, commercial and economic benefit. As a state
owned Company, SAFCOL supports the agenda of social and economic
growth, hence the association aligns us properly.
FSA also provides us with a platform and opportunity to positively
contribute in the development of the Industry Social and Transformation
efforts; and also grants us a platform for collaborations with industry in
research issues.
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COLLABORATION –
THE KEY TO
SUCCESS
Katy Johnson, FSA Communications Consultant,
Forestry South Africa

I have learnt so much in the

strategies for the ‘greater good’,

dedicated FSA staff who along

six short years I have worked

benefits both the trees and the

with an Environmental and

for FSA. I now know fabrics,

forestry workforce. Through

Communications Consultant, are

medicines, low-fat alternatives

collaborative efforts, whether

responsible for initiating, tending

and detergents, all have their

that’s fighting fires, conducting

and on occasions orchestrating this

roots in sustainable forestry.

research trials, or serving on

collaborative network.

I understand that even the

working groups and executive

simplest silvicultural practice has

boards, connections are made and

“If you look at FSA’s key

hours of research, development

friendships are formed that branch

achievements over the past two

and innovation behind it to

out far beyond the initial project or

decades, most have been made

ensure the sustainability of our

objective.

possible because of industry

Industry through best operational

collaboration. As a small organisation

practices. I am proud, and

FSA acts as the hub of many of

we are reliant on the intellectual

often overwhelmed, by the CSI

these connections, with different

resources and expertise that is

initiatives run by FSA members

business units bringing different

available to us through FSA’s working

that really do change and shape

working groups, committees,

groups and committees. By knowing

the lives and livelihoods of the

collaborations and cross-sector

we have dedicated teams of experts

rural communities that call

initiatives together. While FSA

working on specific issues or areas,

our Industry their neighbour.

objectives range from providing

it enables Business Unit Directors

However, perhaps the biggest

collective platforms, leveraging

to focus on the bigger picture and

lesson learnt from the Forestry

of funding from external sources,

address multiple issues at any one

Sector is one that is not easily

preventing or deferring potential

time”, Dr Ronald Heath, FSA

put on paper or assigned a

costs to the Industry or ensuring

Director Research and Protection.

monetary value. It is the sense of

Industry’s voice is heard, the

‘connectiveness’ you feel when

Association’s success across all

FSA’s Working Groups and

you work in forestry and the

of these can be attributed to

Committees have had a key role

importance of this.

its ability to bring the Industry

in the Association’s success.

together.

It is therefore only right when

The Sector’s willingness to
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celebrating 20 years of FSA that we

collaborate and their openness

It is a massive achievement for

look at the work being done by our

to share research, resources and

a relatively small team of eight

current Committees.

FSA ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE EMBRACES THE UN
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
Louise van Wyk, Chairperson Environmental Management Committee
As part of the universal movement

Goals, including building strong

to incorporate Sustainable

partnerships to further facilitate

Development Goals (SDG) into

this Sustainability movement.

daily industry practices, to show

Some of the specific projects

contribution and alignment

include the development of a new

in achieving these goals, the

guideline on the delineation of

Standard (NFSS) and it is through

Forestry Industry has its own

wetlands and riparian zones, and

the EMC’s representation on

key role to play. In fact, the core

the development of an industry

Standard Development Groups,

function of the FSA Environmental

approach to prospecting and

that the economic chamber can

Management Committee

mining applications on forestry

be strongly presented. It is in our

(EMC) is to pursue Sustainable

landholdings, which holds a

representation that we ensure

Forest Management through

significant risk in terms of

practical perspectives are considered

the application of certification

sustainable land management

as part of the new indicator

principles, while laying the

practices. The EMC will also

content. In fact, it is through

foundations of Sustainable

continue with the development

the work of the EMC in previous

Development by enhancing the

of Farmer Guidelines on

reviews, that indicators of both

biophysical environment. Only by

Environmental Management,

FSC and PEFC certification have

remaining within the boundaries

where infographics are structured

had many adjustments, to further

and capacity of the biophysical

to make it easy for farmers to

convey the practical and balanced

environment, can we ensure the

understand and implement.

implementation of certification

building blocks of achieving SDG’s,

requirements. The EMC not only

by balancing the three values of

It is again time for the FSC Southern

plans to continue down this path,

Sustainability, the Environment

Africa targeted revision of the

but to enhance support in critical

and Social and Economic values.

National Risk Assessment (NRA)

sustainability issues that are

This includes, but is not limited

and National Forest Stewardship

identified.

to, the review and development of
SA forestry standards, producing
best practice procedures, and
monitoring existing and new
environmental laws that are
relevant to the Forestry Industry.
For 2022, the EMC has developed
twelve objectives that are not
only aligned to our Terms of
Reference, but also to the SDG’s.
Through these objectives, the EMC
will contribute to six different

2
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THE EUCALYPTUS PEST AND
PATHOGEN WORKING GROUP
Wayne Jones, Chairperson Eucalyptus Pest and Pathogen Working
Group
Since its existence Forestry South

the Industry both supported and

Africa (FSA) has been faced with

guided by FSA.

many collective challenges and
opportunities within the Industry

One such working group is the

which require ongoing attention,

Eucalypt Pest and Pathogen Working

activities around a particular subject

both for short-term solutions

Group (EPPWG) made up of experts

area such as pest and diseases,

and long-term sustainability

working together to achieve

amongst others.

objectives. Responding requires

specified goals. This is the interface

well-devised and innovative

where interdisciplinary collaboration

Key to the success of the working

processes, influence and

of researchers and managers work

group is the open communication

credibility to achieve these goals.

together on projects that would be

by sharing information, group

Amongst these has been the

difficult to sustain under traditional

discussions and debates to arrive

formation of Working Groups

funding mechanisms. The working

at decisions. Similarly, the realities

across various disciplines within

groups are specific and focus on

of the problems presented by
industry can be appreciated by
researchers at various Universities
and institutes. The working
group’s performance is highly
dependent on the contributions of
all individuals in the group, from
leadership, resource allocation,
execution and accountability.
Funding support allows the
working group members to
leverage additional funding
from various sources but also
encourages in-kind contributions
from industry to complete
projects. In addition, working
groups encourage capacity building
through post graduate programmes
at Universities and offer great
opportunities for mentorship
where experience and technology
meet. It is a great platform to
interact, collaborate and contribute
to our forest enterprise.
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CELEBRATING 20 YEARS
OF FSA’S CONSCIENTIOUS
APPROACH TO PESTICIDE USE
Roger Poole, Chairperson Timber Industry Pesticide Working Group
(TIPWG)
Constituted in the early 1990’s

of pesticide information both in

after the first Forest Stewardship

South Africa and abroad.

Council® FSC® certificates were

with pesticide regulators,

awarded, TIPWG is a product of the

This has only been possible

manufacturers and researchers,

Forestry Industry’s foresight and

thanks to the support FSA has

that will aid the Industry in its

understanding that pesticide usage

afforded the working group and

attempts to reduce its pesticide

within FSC certified operations

the contribution of FSA members

reliance and look for alternatives

would become an integral part of

both financially and intellectually.

that are equally efficient but pose

FSC certification and a focal point

This support has enabled TIPWG to

fewer associated risks.

for auditors.

improve the way we communicate
pesticide use both within the

With FSA’s support TIPWG

The acronym TIPWG may not have

Industry and to those outside

will continue to promote the

changed the working group’s role

it. It has enabled us to step up

responsible use of pesticides and

and the key individuals working

when the new FSC Pesticide Policy

encourages all growers to read the

tireless behind the scenes certainly

requirements asked for levels of

label, educate yourselves with the

have. The past few years have

information many members didn’t

knowledge needed to work with

seen the greatest change, with

have the capacity to produce. It has

the products safely and responsibly

TIPWG becoming a central source

helped grow lasting relationships

for the benefit of all.

FSA'S ROLE IN FIGHTING FIRES
Thabo Moloi, FSA Chairperson Fire Committee
FSA’s Fire Committee has

done in an integrated manner.

been formulating and shaping

The Committee provides a very

fire management policies and

important countrywide forum to

strategies at both an industry

address fire related challenges and

and national level for the past six

evaluate risk. Through regular

years. The Committee is a result

evaluations of resource availability,

of diligent collaboration between

skill requirements, technological

FSA members that extends to

innovation and research, the

government departments and fire

Committee ensures the Sector

associations around the country,

keeps up to speed with advances in

ensuring fire management is

fire management and preparedness.
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THE LAND AGENDA – CELEBRATING
20 YEARS OF MONDI AND FSA
Thobi Mkhize, Chairperson Land Committee
There has always been a debate

Industry through Forestry South

about land and land rights

Africa (FSA) took it upon itself

in South Africa. It has been a

to propose forestry-specific land

long journey characterized by

claims settlement models for

competing schools of thought,

consideration by the Government.

influenced by events and littered

It was only in 2008 that

with disagreements on policy

government approved forestry-

approaches and implementation.

specific land claims settlement

It is a debate that still rages today

models which members of FSA

After being dormant for some

and continues to be intractable

began to implement with differing

time, the Land Committee of

to the point where it is dubbed

degrees of success. The recognition

FSA was reignited in 2020 with

“the land question”. The Forestry

that there needs to be a balance

a mandate to provide technical

Industry as a major land user,

between the realization of land

support and recommendations to

could not and will not escape

rights for those dispossessed of

FSA members on issues pertaining

the pressure to contribute to the

land and the sustainability of

to land and forestry development.

debate and the responsibility to

fibre supply, formed the basis on

The committee exists to promote

assist in proposing sustainable

which many of the models were

sustainable forest management

solutions.

crafted. From the implementation

and the participation of relevant

of these models, a lot has been

stakeholders. To achieve this,

When land-related pieces of

learnt, documented, applauded and

the committee endeavours to

legislation began to roll out, the

criticized.

keep abreast with government
land policy developments, collect
information on best practices,
be informed of case studies and
listen to popular conversations
about land matters in general and
forestry land issues specifically.
The committee aims to position
itself as an advisor and the
Industry think tank on matters
related to forestry land. The
committee is always ready to
receive and interrogate input from
members and stakeholders and
attempt to influence government
policy.
With 243 000 ha of forestry land
already transferred through
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the land restitution process,

at settlement, especially at

remain focused on the goal to

fibre sustainability is the

the early stages. The industry

ensure fibre sustainability through

most important agenda item

remains open to support

the shared use of land for the

of the committee. The Land

where possible to ensure

benefit of the Industry and the

Committee agenda is currently

the sustainability of these

communities around us.

dominated by discussions on

enterprises. With the relevant

pre-settlement, settlement and

support from both industry and

Over the years we have learnt

post-settlement processes, with

government these community

that land reform is not an event

a view of recommending a suite

business leaders can learn to

but a process. It is a long and

of land claim settlement models

resolve their conflicts, minimize

complex process that requires

that are locally specific and

infighting and efficiently make

investment both in skills and

tailored around the real needs of

ethical decisions, thereby

resources. Through our experience,

communities, their inclusion and

remaining accountable to both

we have also discovered that

their empowerment. The aim is

their communities and to

a broad policy that allows for

to assist FSA members with land

government.

locally contextualized solutions,

management tools to achieve both

may be the best approach as with

fibre supply sustainability and

Whilst there is a lot to celebrate

land reform there is no single,

inclusion of communities.

as FSA turns 20 this year, we are

right approach. Lastly, while land

cognizant of current and future

reforms offer the opportunity

Further focused and targeted

challenges, which we do not know

for broader and inclusive

support is required from

yet. Whilst we are all proud of all

economic growth, unless they are

institutional structures to

FSA has achieved over the past

accompanied by relevant support,

lead community enterprises

two decades, we feel the need to

the success rate remains low.

SAPPI
Duane Roothman, Vice President, Sappi Forests
Our association with Forestry South Africa (FSA), goes back right to the beginning of its
illustrious existence. As one of the founding members we have enjoyed the benefits of being
part of this organisation ever since. And there are many benefits. Being represented by a strong
industry role-player like FSA, ensures that Sappi, along with other members, sees action in
advocacy towards environmental, social and economic sustainability for the Forestry Industry
as a whole. This was particularly evident with the outbreak of Covid-19 when FSA successfully
lobbied on behalf of the Industry to be classified in the essential sector of industry. This
collaborative approach helps to secure a steady and sustainable fibre supply for us as a company
and contributes to the Forestry Industry as a collective, in achieving the worthy
objectives of the Forestry Sector Masterplan, but also driving constructive
government collaboration through the PPGI. This can be seen in particular
in the close collaboration in the working groups that are focused on
research that helps promote best practice in the Industry to combat
the effects of climate change, and enhance sharing and alignment on
integrated fire management and other technical issues. Congratulations
to FSA on 20 years of providing all of us in the Forestry Industry with
the glue that helps us perform to our full potential and contribute
meaningfully to creating a thriving country and a thriving world.
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